
To be or not to be, a serious dilemma 

Level: Anglès 1 

Term: 3 rd term 

Length: 2 sessions   

1: The context 

On 23rd April we celebrate the Book Day, as this date marks the anniversary of Shakespeare 
and Cervantes’s death.  We can make the most of this opportunity, and introduce 
Shakespeare and his play Hamlet to our students. The starting point is “To be, or not to be ", 
the opening phrase of a soliloquy spoken by Prince Hamlet in Shakespeare's Hamlet. Act III, 
Scene I. Students are going to show what they already know about Shakespeare, and we will 
give them the chance of watching three different actors playing said scene. Later on they are 
going to find out why Hamlet says this phrase by introducing a brief summary of the Scene I. 
Finally, they will be asked to express their own “dilemma”, recording their performance. Notice 
that in principle we are not to going to explain the rest of the plot; we expect to arouse their 
curiosity.  If so, they themselves will look for further information.  

2: Objectives, contents and assessment criteria 

a. Objectives:  

• Teaching objectives: 

• To introduce Shakespeare and one of his most famous characters, Prince Hamlet. 
• To offer the students opportunities to be creative   
• To offer the students opportunities to apply newly understood concepts 
 
• Learning outcomes: Students will be able to: 
 
• Produce short sentences based on a model 
• Use simple patterns of rhythm, sounds and intonation. 
• Use strategies as gestures and facial expression 
• Value Literature as a source of fun.  
 

b. Subject own competences (as embodied in RESOLUCI Ó de 10 de maig de 2013) 

Communicative dimension   

      Speaking 

• Participar en situacions de comunicació habituals i en converses curtes, amb la 
col·laboració d'una persona interlocutora, utilitzant estratègies d’interacció oral 
d’acord amb la situació comunicativa.  
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Attitudinal dimension 
 

• Mostrar interès per desenvolupar les habilitats lingüístiques bàsiques, tan productives 
com receptives, per fer ús de la llengua estrangera com a mitjà de comunicació  i 
d'expressió personal.  
 

• Construir els nous aprenentatges sobre la base de les experiències i coneixements  
previs, tant lingüístics com socioculturals.  
 

• Manifestar una actitud de confiança en la pròpia capacitat d’aprenentatge i ús de les  
llengües estrangeres i participar activament en el control i l’avaluació del propi 
aprenentatge.  
 

Literary dimension 

• Valorar el text literari com a recurs per transmetre emocions, sentiments, realitats i 
ficcions, tot reconeixent el seu valor estètic.  

• Reconèixer algunes obres rellevants de la literatura anglesa. 

c. Contents  

- Verbs to express daily routines and free time activities (revision) 
 
- The infinitive form.  
 
- Sentences and words that come across throughout the lesson and its pronunciation 
 
 
d. Assessment criteria  

Regarding the objectives, we will know whether students have achieved them if, by the end 
of the lesson, they are able to: 

• Produce the aimed structure (to….. or not to ……, that is the question) without remarkable 
mistakes. 

• Use the pronunciation worked in class and sound naturally. 

• Use gestures and facial expression to support what they are saying. 

• Show interest and make an effort to have a good result. 

3. Activities 

Session 1 (1h 30´), worksheet 1 
 
0- INTRODUCING the unit (final task, learning targets and assessment criteria, see 4) 
 
1- WARM-UP: The teacher presents the topic, writing “to be or not to be” on the board, and 
asks the pupils if they already knew the quote. The words Hamlet or Shakespeare should 
surface. Then the teacher asks the students: What comes to mind when you think of William 
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Shakespeare? They should write their ideas working in groups of three, four people. If 
possible, these ideas will be shared using Popplet (http://popplet.com/app/#/3627175), and 
thus the whole group will be able to access all of the inputs related to the topic. Finally the 
teacher introduces a quiz to the students for them to do it in pairs.  What do you know about 
Shakespeare? This quiz includes this question: Complete this famous quote from 
Shakespeare: To be or not to be…., introducing the topic of the lesson.  
 
2. LISTENING: The teacher shows the students some Youtube videos: 
 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SjuZq-8PUw0 (Hamlet played by Kenneth Branagh) 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jdp6dpiK8Ko (Hamlet played by Mel Gibson) 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5ks-NbCHUns (Hamlet played by Sir Lawrence Olivier) 
 
and asks them to pay attention to differences in accents, rhythms… mainly focussing on: 

- the plosive pronunciation of /t/ and /b/: to be, not,  

- the non-pronunciation of /r/ after a vowel: or /ɔː/ 

- the pronunciation of the vowel ‘o’ in not /nɒt/  

The students are supposed to have heard and reproduced To be or not to be before, but that 
doesn’t help, because in Spanish we do pronounce /r/ after vowels, and the way to 
pronounce /t/ differs; Spanish-speaking people usually fail to pronounce /t/ or /b/ strongly 
enough. On the other hand, the sound /ɒ/ doesn’t exist in Spanish. Therefore, we have to try 
and get students to recognise the differences: /tu.⇒i.or.no.t:u.⇒i/ vs /tu:bi: ɔːnɒ.t:u:bi:/. 
Anyway, these sounds should have already come up throughout the course so that this 
should be a revision of sorts.  

3. USE OF LANGUAGE, PHONETICS: Starting from the pronunciation of question, the 
teacher introduces some different pronunciations of t in English, /tʃ/, /ʃ/ by means of some 
activities. 

4: SPEAKING: Finally, students have to try and repeat the famous phrase: To be or not to 
be, that is the question, trying to “sound” English. 

Session 2 (1h 30’), worksheet 2 

1- WARM-UP: The students read the text, and do some simple comprehension activities. 
The text is a very brief summary of the Act 1 of Hamlet. It introduces some main characters; 
students have to understand the relationships among them, and why Hamlet is such an 
unhappy fellow: He’s got a terrible dilemma… 

2- SPEAKING: This is the final task of the unit. Each student comes up with a personal 
dilemma, using the verbs (routines and free times) s/he already knows. S/he can use a 
dictionary, if necessary. Then they can say his/her phrase by different means: 

- Students come out to the front of the class and say their phase. 
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- Students perform the scene at home, record it and send or share the file to the teacher 
(optional) 

3: ASSESSMENT ACTIVITY: During the performance of the personal dilemma, every 
student will be evaluated by three peers to guaranteeing the objectivity of the assessment. In 
order to do so, the teacher provides the students a worksheet with the indicators related to 
the assessment criteria of the unit. They are formulated in a simple way (yes/no questions in 
present simple, provided they have already known how the interrogative form works). 
Previously to the students’ performances and assessments, the teacher will have asked the 
students to read and reflect about the meaning of each question. They will be required to be 
fair, objective and liable for their judgements. 

4. Assessment 

This is a very short lesson, and the final task is very simple; it should not be difficult to 
evaluate, so we are going to involve the students in a peers’ assessment activity.  
 
However, students may lack the necessary skills and judgements to effectively manage peer 
assessments. That’s why it’s useful to introduce students to the concepts and elements of 
assessment against specified criteria at the beginning of the first session. On the other hand, 
assessment criteria should be made explicit by simple and understandable indicators, as 
they are going to be used by learners; the more specific are the indicators, the easier will be 
for students to assess their peers (or themselves).  
 
Therefore we have prepared a list of yes/no questions; some of them will be very easy to 
answer (Is s/he looking at the audience?), but others will require a detailed explanation 
(Does s/he pronounce “question” as practised through the lesson?). If we reach that 
indicators are clearly communicated, our role will change to one of facilitator, thus making 
students the actual actors of their own learning. 
 
Indeed, peer assessment allows students to develop their capacity of learning to learn. It 
increases students’ responsibility and autonomy, lifts the role and status of the students from 
passive learners to active leaners, and develops in them a better understanding of their own 
subjectivity and judgement.  
 
5. Class management and methodology 
 
To start with, the teacher should always know what s/he wants from his/her students. 
S/he has to bear in mind a few objectives, but they need to be clear and suitable for the 
students’ level, and has to share them with the learners, as said above.  
 
On the other hand one should avoid giving ambiguous and vague instructions, and 
unclear sequencing; intending students to pronounce properly To be or not to be that is 
the question without scaffolding might lead students to frustration and failure. 
.  
As you can see through this lesson, wherever proper pronunciation is key to succeed in 
the final task, we have planned some activities related to phonetics. Students will hear 
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three actors saying the sentence, and they will have the opportunity to analyse the 
sounds they must focus on.   
 
Finally, the use of ITC is of importance throughout the unit as students have to use 
Popplet in order to publish some simple written tasks and share them with their peers.  
 
 
3. Final thought 
 
I personally would not recommend trying and getting pupils to read the whole play –not 
even an abridged version- simply because this is not an objective. Too much of a good 
thing can spoil it all, so I am to present a tiny bit of the play in a fun and focused way. 
However, a subjacent aim of the teacher when delivering this lesson is to plant the seed 
of curiosity and make pupils look up more information on the play and its author.  
 
If you think you still want to present the whole play to your students, I would recommend 
you use http://learnenglishkids.britishcouncil.org/en/short-stories/hamlet 
 
 

 

 

 

 


